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The (urn condition for an operation generalizes a cancellation property of linear functions on 
a module. It has had several applications in Univet-sal Algebra. Operations satisfying the Term 
condition are called TC operotims. For a set A. we denote by TC,,(A) the set of all n-ary ‘I’C 
operations on _4. Berman and McKenzie proved that tor IA 1 - 2 and IA 1 ~ 3. the cardinality of 
TC,,(14) IS, respecrively. 2”+1 and $“+1+3.22’1+1_ IXnp6, and that for I.41 =kz4, \+c have: 
k” ““+‘<!TC,,(,j) <~k&Il”+I+“‘, 
In rhis paper we introduce the notion of a Lr7fin hnrk. and show that counring Tc‘ operarions 
on a certain ser A 1s equivalent to corrnring TC Latin hrlcks defined on some sets rhar depend 
on A. In particular, this enables us to compute sTC2(A)l for lrli =4. WC also characlcrirc TC 
Latin bricks defined on certain types of product sets; those Latin bricks are induced by .4belian 
groups. 
1. The term condition 
In the sequel, A is a nonemptp set. For n= 1,2, . . . , a function from .4” into .il 
is called an n-ary operaiion 011 A. The set {O, 1, . . , n - l} is denoted by ~7. 
Definition 1.1. Let &,A,, . . . ,A, be nonempty sets, andf: n,,, A,-.4,, be a func- 
tion. For each nonvoid subset I of c and each UE ]IjE!r-,A;7 we define a function 
.m,r1: ll;,r4+4, 
x -f@ u XI, 
where aUx=(y, ,..., ynPI ) is defined by y, - a, if i E n - I, and y, - .x~ otherwise. 
We call f’[a,I] an I-derivative off; in particular, when I is a sin&ton {i}, WC 
write f[u,i] and call it an i-derivative. 
Definition 1.2. A function .f: n,,, A,+A,l is said to satisfy the term conditiorr, or 
to be TC, if for every i E n, every two i-del-ivativesf[a, i] andfIb, i] are either equal, 
or different at each point (i.e. f[a, i](s) #f[b, i](x) Vx E A,). 
Following [3], we extend this definition to I-derivatives: for nt= 1.2, . . . , j’ is 
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TC'" if for each subset I of  n of  cardinality m, every two /-derivatives are either 
equal, or different at each point. 
In particular, i fA  0 . . . . .  A,, i =A, , , f i s  called a TC, or TC'" operation. The set 
of  n-ary TC operations on A is denoted by TC,,(A). 
Remarks 1.3. (1 ) f  is obviously TC'" if m >_ n. In particular every unary operation 
is TC. 
(2) TC ~ is the same as TC. 
(3) it is not hard to see that TC'" implies TC '''~1 
(4) If f is TC'", then any restriction f '  o f f  to a subset II,~,, &, where BiCA i Vi, 
is also TC'" (since the /-derivatives of f '  are restrictions of  /-derivatives of f ) .  
Examples 1.4. (1) The operation q of  a quasigroup (in particular of  a group) is a 
binary TC operation for which two /-derivatives q[a, i] and q[b, i] are never equal 
unless a = b. 
(2) The operation 
f :52~5 
(x,y) ~ x+y(mod 3) 
is TC and satisfies f [a , i ]=f [b , i ]  iff a -=b(mod3) .  (Note that 3 and 5 could be 
replaced by any pair of  natural numbers.) 
(3) Let G() . . . . .  G,, ~,G,, be groups. Then any group homomorphism ~0: 
Ili~,,Gi--+G,, is TC. 
Lemma 1.5. Let Ao, . . . ,A,,,  B0, ...,B,, be sets, p i :A i~B i  ( i -O  . . . .  ,n l ) funct ions  
and p,, :B,,-+A,, an injection. I f  g: IIic,, B,~B, ,  is TC, then so is 
.I: I [ ,~ , ,A ,~ A,, 
(ao . . . . .  u,, 1)~p,,g(po(ao) . . . . .  P,, l(a,, t))- 
IJ; moreover, p() . . . . .  p,, are bijeelive, then g is" TC i f  and only t J f  is" TC. 
Proof.  Let a=(a / ) i .  , , b (bi)i. i@ I l i a ,A /and  xcA, ,  for some i en .  Suppose that 
f [a,  i ] (x) : . f [b,  il(x). Then we have 
f (aUx)  f (bOx)  
¢~ p, ,g( (p i (a j ) ) i . iUp i (x) )=p, ,g( (p j (b i ) ) i . iUP i (X) )  
¢* g ( (p j (a i ) ) i . iup , (x ) )  g ( (p i (b i ) ) i . iup i (x ) )  because p,, is injective 
g[(pj(ai)) i~,, i]  g[(pi(bi)) j~,, i]  by TC 
which implies that f [a, i ]  f [b, i ] .  
Now assume that P0 .... ,p,, are bijections and that f i s  TC. Then by the first part 
of  the lemma, the function 
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h: H iEnB i~Bn 
1 b (bo , - . . ,bn - l )~P~l  f (po l (bo)  . . . . .  Pn 1(n-- l ))  
is TC. But h is precisely g, hence g is TC. [] 
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2. Latin bricks 
The binary operation of  a quasigroup has the property that all its/-derived func- 
tions are injective. We define a larger class of  functions having this property. 
Definit ion 2.1. We call a function fl : H i~ n A i---} An a Latin brick if all its/-derived 
functions are injective. 
Example 2.2. The function f :  23--*_3, given by its 2-derived functions below, is a 
Latin brick. However, the relations f (0 ,0 ,0 )=f (1 ,  1,0) and f(0,0, 1):~f(1, 1, 1) show 
that f is not TC. 
f[0,-2] 0 1 f [1 ,2]  0 1 
0 0 1 0 1 0 
1 2 0 1 0 2 
Remark 2.3. As for TC functions, restrictions of  Latin bricks on product subsets 
are still Latin bricks. 
From now on, all Latin bricks considered will be TC Latin bricks. 
Lemma 2.4. A funct ion f :  [Ii~n Ai---} An is TC i f  and only i f  there exists a TC Latin 
brick 
fl: Hi~nBi--*An 
such that fo r  all a i~Ai  ( i=0  . . . . .  n -  1), we have 
f(ao . . . . .  an_l)=13(Po(ao) . . . . .  Pn 1(an 1)), 
where B iCA i and Pi : A i~ Bi are such that Pi]Bi = idBi fo r  i = 0 . . . . .  n - 1. 
Proof .  (~)  It suffices to apply Lemma 1.5, taking Pn to be the identity. 
(~)  We define relations Oi on A i (i = 0 . . . . .  n - 1) by setting (ai, a[) E ~o i if there ex- 
ists a ~ Hj~n li} A j  such that f (ai  t3 a) =f(a[U a). The &i are clearly symmetric and 
reflexive; to see that they are also transitive, we prove the equivalence 
(a i ,a~)EOi  ~ Va6 I I j~n- / i /A i  f (a iUa)=f (a~ Ua)" (1) 
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Indeed, i f f (a iUc)=f (a ' iUe)  for some c~ II/+~-/il A/, then by TC" 1, we have 
f [as ,  _n - {i}1 = f[a; ,  _n - {i}1, 
which proves (1). Now for each ie_n, choose one representative for every block of 
~oi; call B i the set of  these representatives, and let P i :A i - - *  B i ,  which sends x to the 
representative of  the block to which x belongs. Define fl to be the restriction o f f  
to Hie,~Bi .  By Remark 1.3(4), fl is TC. Also, the restriction of  P i  to  B i is clearly the 
identity. To see that fl is a Latin brick, let fl[b, i] be an/-derived function of  ft. We 
have, for all x ,y  ¢ Bi, fl[b, i](x) =fl[b, i](y) ** f [b ,  i](x) =f[b ,  i](y) ** (x, y)  eQi ** x=y.  
Hence the/-derived functions of/3 are injective. Finally take a i E A i ( i  = 0 . . . . .  n -  1). 
Since (a0,P0(a0)) ~~o, we have 
f (ao  . . . . .  a,, l )=f (po(ao) ,a l  . . . . .  a,~ 1). 
By the same tool, we obtain 
f (po(ao) ,a j  . . . . .  a,, l )=f (po(ao) ,p l (a l )  . . . . .  a,7 i) 
- f (po(ao)  . . . . .  p,~ l(a,, i)) 
=/3(po(ao) . . . . .  P,, l(a,, 1))- l J 
Note that the Latin brick of  the previous lemma is not uniquely defined by f ,  since 
it depends on a certain choice of  representatives of the Loi-blocks. For a finite set 
_k, we will avoid this problem in the following way. 
Definition 2.5. Let feTC, , (k ) .  In the proof  of  Lemma 2.4, if we choose the 
representative of  a ~oi-block to be the least element of  that block, we obtain a uni- 
que TC Latin brick determined by f .  We shall call it the TC Lat in br ick associated 
to f and will denote it by/3f. 
Lemma 2.6. Let  y: Hie,, Bi---*k, where BiC_k fo r  i 0 . . . . .  n -1 ,  be a TC Lat in 
brick. Then there e.rists fe  TC,, (_k) such that y ~f ,  i f  and only i f  0 ~ B i fo r  all i e _n. 
Proof. (=)  If y=flffor somefeTC,,(k),  then for all i=0 . . . . .  n 1, 0 is in a certain 
Loi-block and hence is its least element. 
(=)  Suppose O¢B i for all i. We define equivalences &i ( i=0  . . . . .  n -  1) on _k by 
their blocks Cio . . . . .  Ci,,~, where 
B i = {Xio . . . . .  X im i } with 0 = Xio < ... < xi,,,~, 
C6={xek:x i j<-x<x i . j+ l}  fo r j=O, . . . ,m i -1 ,  
and 
G,,,,- {xe_k: x i , ,<-x} .  
Next, define 
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and 
Pi : _k-* Bi 
x~.., l xij 
Ximi 
f:_kn ~k  
(ao . . . . .  an - l ) ~ Y ( Po (ao) . . . . .  Pn - 1 (an  - 1 ))" 
By Lemma 2.4, f is TC, and it is easy to see that fly= y. 
if X<Xim ' and Xi j~X~Xi,  j+ 1 
if xim ~ <_ x 
7_3 
Lemma 2.7. Consider the equivalence fl = { (f, g) ¢ TCn(_k) : fly= fig } on TCn(k). 
Then for  each fl-block [ f ] ,  where fly is defined on Hi~n Bi, there is a bijection q~ 
between I f ]  and the set ~ o f  sequences (0o . . . . .  Pn 1) o f  equivalences on _k such 
that Bi = {min[x]e, :xe_k} ( i=0 .. . .  ,n - 1). 
Proof .  We define a function ¢p : [ f ]  --' ~ ,  which assigns to g ~ [f]  the sequence of 
equivalences of Lemma 2.4. Since flu=fly, q~ is well defined. Now q~ is surjective 
because for any (Q0 ....  ,~°n 1)e M, we are able to construct a TC operat ion f such 
that (~o 0. . . . .  0n- l )  is the sequence of equivalences o f f  (see proof  of Lemma 2.6). 
Finally, the injectivity of ~p comes f rom the fact that, given fig and the sequence of  
equivalences of g, we can reconstruct g. [] 
Lemma 2.8. Let Bo . . . . .  Bn l, Co . . . . .  Cn 1 and A be nonempty sets, rt a permuta- 
tion of_n, and tTi: C~(i)--~Bi ( i=0  . . . . .  n-- 1) be bijections. Call ~3 the set o f  all TC 
Latin bricks f rom Hi~n Bi into A,  and ~ the set o f  TC Latin bricks f rom Ilion Ci 
into A. Then the funct ion 0 : ~ ~ ~ such that 
O(~)(Co . . . .  . c , _  ~) = ~(ao(C,(o))  . . . . .  a ,  ~(c , ( , _  1))) 
is a bijection. 
Proof. We first prove that q) is well defined, i.e. that 0(fl) is a TC Latin brick for 
all f ie  ~ .  The/ -der ived functions of  ~b(fl) are of the form 0(fl)[c,i] with 
q~(fl)[c, i](x) =fl(b 13 ~rn ~(i)(x)), where b = (aj(cn(j)))j, i. 
They are injective since the/-der ived functions of fl, as well as the a i 's  are injec- 
tive. Now, q~(fl) is TC; take x ,y~Ci .  We have 
q~(fl)[c, i](x) = q~(fl)[c', i](x) 
¢* fl[b, rr l(i)]an-,(i)(x)=fl[b',rr l(i)]a~r I(i)(X) 
¢* fl[b, lr-1(i)] o',r '(i)(Y) =fl[b', rt- 1(i)] crn-l(i)(y ) 
"~ O(fl)[c,i](y) = O(fl)[c' , i l (y). 
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Finally, we define ~,: g--, .~ by 
~(?')(b o. . . . .  b,, ~) Y(o£1'(o)(b~r '{o}} . . . . .  o~'(,,-~)(b~r '(,, I)))- 
We have ~O~.,=id~., and ~O=id~,  so f i s  invertible. ZI 
Theorem 2.9. For all n ,k> 1, we have 
where 
,!TC,,(k)]_ ~ ] n ],~..k, ... V ; 'k.~,, ~ i'BLk{~.-.k,, (k)l, 
k ~ k(} ~ " "  ~ ~'tl I ~ ] n ] ~ . , • , nil  I 
I 11 ] = n! 
n i t  . . . ,nm ~. . .npn!  
is the number o f  permutations o f  the sequence k{} . . . . .  k,, I, m being the number q/  
distinct elements o f  that sequence and n~ ( j  1 . . . . .  m) the number o f  times each 
value appears'; the Stirling number of  the second kind (see [1]) 
1 ~ ( - l )  j (k, - j ) /`  
"~'/"- k~! i:{} j 
is the number of  equivalence relations on k with exactly k, blocks; and BL~.(] ..~.,, ~ (k) 
is the set of  all TC Latin bricks f rom [lie,, ki into 6". 
Proof. We know, by Lemma 2.7, that TC,,(_k) is partitioned by the equivalence 
f i -{( fg)cTC,~(~') : f l#=f l~},  and that each block [f] of fi has cardinality 
I;£~,,.../~, !-I{(~.o0 . . . . .  ~,, 1):~o0 . . . . .  ~o,, j are equivalences on k such that B , -  
{min[x],~,,:xek}, i=0  . . . . .  n -1}1,  where fl~: []i~,, B,-~k. 
By Lemma 2.6, each TC Latin brick y : IIi e,, B,-~ k with 0 ~ B iC ]¢ Vi, defines a 
fl-block, so we have 
iTC,t(k)i ~ IBLt~,,-.-B,, ~(k)!l')PB,,...t~,, ,I. 
{} e B ,C / , "  {i e Jz) 




l~ko  . . . . .  / ,~ i<~k {} C~ B~C/` ,  
B ,  : , / ,~ { ion)  
{}cHic/,, 
B, =/`t (J~t~} 
!BLt,,.../`, ,(k)i l,~l~{}...,,, [. 
is precisely the number ,V~./`o... ~ of sequences of equivalences on k with ' k , / `n  
respectively ko, ...,/% j blocks, which gives 
'TC,(k)! ~ ,~./`.o...,~2,,,, ~ 'BL/`{,.../`,, ~(k)i. 
] ~/`'{I  . . . . .  /`'1/ 1%] /  
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Finally, since IBLk0...kn ~(k) I does not depend on the order of  k o, . . . ,k  n 1, we 
can take the sum on the decreasing sequences k 0 . . . . .  kn_ l, multiplying by the ap- 
propriate factor, i.e. the number of  possible permutations of  those sequences. [] 
The last theorem allows us to compute TC~(_k), provided we know the number 
of  TC Latin bricks defined on each product of  n subsets k 0 . . . . .  _kn-l of  k. This 
number is, in general, unknown; in [3], Gessel determined it for n = 2 and k0 = k. 
In the next section, we will characterize those TC Latin bricks for which n_> 3 and 
ko=k~ =k2=k. To finish this section, we illustrate the use of  the formula of  
Theorem 2.9 by an example. 
Example 2.10. We use Theorem 2.9 to compute ITC2(_4)1. We have 
ITC2(4)1 = 
4>_ko>_kl >>_ 1 
In our case, 
[nl,..2.,nm] ~9°4. ko °cP4, k~ I BLk0 k~ (4) I ' 
is always equal to 1 or 2; also, we have ,~94, 1 = 1, ,904,2=7, ~P4,3 =6 and ,~4,4 = 1. It 
remains to calculate IBLk0k,(4)l for (k0, k l )=(4,4) ,  (4,3), (4,2), (4, 1), (3,3), (3,2), 
(3, 1), (2,2), (2, 1) and (1, 1). These computations are too long to be given here so 
we give only the results: 
]BL4,4(4)1 = IBL4,3(4)1 =576; ]BL4,2(4)1 =216; IBL4,1(4)] = IBL3, ,(4)1 =24; IBL3,3(4)[ = 
1056; IBL3,2(4)1=264; ]BL2,2(4)1=84; IBL2,1(4)1=12; and [BLI, I(4)I=4. 
Finally, with all these we are able to obtain 1TC2(_4) [ = 75 328. 
We have compared our result to the lower and upper bounds found in [2] 
for ]TCn(_k)]; for n=2 and k=4,  these bounds are respectively 16 384, and 
140 737 488 355 328. 
Berman recently wrote a computer program for calculating IBLk0k,(k)l for any 
k, in the case n = 2. The results for k = 5 and k = 6 are already very big (for instance, 
the number of  5 x 5 TC Latin bricks on six elements is more that 4. 109). 
3. TC Latin Bricks induced by Abelian groups 
We now turn our attention to TC Latin bricks f l :H i~n_k i - 'k ,  where n>_3 and 
the first three ki's are equal to k. It is well known that if we have a k by k Latin 
square on k that has one row equal to identity, it is not necessarily true that the k 
rows of the square form a permutation group. We will show that for TC Latin 
bricks in higher dimensions, this fact becomes true. We will need the following 
lemma. 
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Lemma 3.1. Let G be a subgroup o f  S k (the group o f  all permutat ions on _k) such 
that G has cardinality k, and a 4~ idk = a(0) ~ 0 fo r  all a E G. Then 
(i) For all a, r ~ G and x ~_k, we have a(x) = r(x) = a = r; 
(ii) G-{idA.} CIk,  where I~ is the set o f  f i xed  point f ree permutat ions on _k. 
Proof.  We first prove (i) for x= 0: if a~: r, then r --~ a4: idk, hence r 1(7(0)#:0, i.e. 
a (0)~r(0) .  That means that the values a(0) (a~ G) are all distinct, and since there 
are k of  them, we have 
_k= {a(0): aeG}.  
To prove (ii), let a ~ G and suppose a(x) = x. There exists r ~ G with r(0) = x. We 
have 
r (O)=x=a(x)=ar (O)  ~ r=ar  = a=id  k. 
Now (i) is a direct consequence of (ii), since a :gr=r  la4: idA.=r  l a (x )¢x  
Vxc  k. 
Theorem 3.2. Let fl be a ternary operation on k such that fl[(0,0),0] =id A. (see 
Definition 1.1). Then fl is a TC Latin brick i f  and only i f  there is an Abelian 
subgroup G = {id k = ao, al . . . . .  ak 1 } o f  Sk and a permutat ion ~r ~ Sk, sO that 
(1) ai(O)~O Vi>_ 1, and 7r(0)=0; 
(2) fl(x,y, z) = a~, (x )  V(x,y, z) ~ k 3. 
Proof. ( = ) Suppose fl is a TC Latin brick. Then its 0-derived functions fl[(y, 0), 0] 
are permutations of  k. Put ~v=fl[(y,  0),0] for y=l  . . . . .  k - l ,  and a0=idk= 
fl[(0,0), 0]. We have for y~y ' ,  /3(O,y,O)4~fl(O,y', 0) because the 1-derived function 
fl[(0, 0), 1] is injective. So ay(0)~v, (0 ) ,  which implies that o~. and ~v' are distinct. 
Hence the a i's form a subset of  S k with cardinality k. Moreover, since a0(0) = 0, we 
have ay(0)4=0 for all y_> 1. 
Take z > 0. fl[(0, z), 0] is a permutation of  _k as well; since { ay (0): y e k } = k, there 
exists y ~ k such that fl[(0, z), 0](0) = ay(O) =fl[(y, 0), 0](0). By TC, this implies that 
fl[(0, z), 0] = fl[(y, 0), 0]. Put y = n(z), for each z > 0, and 0 = n(0). For z ¢ z', we have 
/~[(o, z), o] 4:/~[(o, z'), Ol = /~[(rc(z), o), o] ~:/~[(rt(z'), o), o] 
= ~z(z) :~ ~z(z'). 
We have shown that 7~ is a permutation of  k that fixes 0, so (1) is completely 
proved. Next, take x,y, zek .  Since fl[(0, 0), 0] = idA-, we have fl(/3(x,y,O),O,O)= 
fl(x,y,O), so by TC, f l ( f l (x,y,O),O,z)=fl(x,y,z).  On the other hand, we have 
fl(x, y, 0) =f l[(y,  0), 0](x) = ~v(X), and fl(fl(x, y, 0), O, z) = fl[(0, z), 0] fl(x, y, 0) = 
fl(Jz(z), 0), 0] fl(x,y, O) = a~(z) fl(x, y, O) = a~tz) a z(x), so (2) is proved. Next, to prove 
that G is a subgroup of Sk, it is enough to show that it is closed under composition. 
The equation fl(x,y, z)= a~tz)~.(x) implies that the 0-derived functions of  fl are of  
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the form cr~(z)cry, with y,z~_k; for z=0,  these functions are equal to cry for some 
y. Since k = {cry(0): y e k}, for each 0-derived function cry(z) there exists a 0-derived 
function crb such that crn(z)cry(O)= crb(0), and by TC, cr~(z)cry=crb, i.e. cr~(z)crye G. 
Now, zr being a permutation of _k, the set of all cr~(z)cry (y,z~_k) is GG, so G is 
closed under composition. It remains to see that it is Abelian. For all x,y, zck ,  we 
have fl(x,O,z)=fl(fl(x,O,z),O,O), and by TC fl(x,y,z)=fl(fl(x,O,z),y,O). By (2), 
fl(x,y,z)=cr~r(z)cry(X), and fl(fl(x,O,z),y,O)=crycrTr(z)(X). Hence we have cr~(z)cry= 
crycr~r(z)" 
(=)  Let G and zr be as in (1) and (2). The 0-derived functions of/3 are of the form 
cr~tz)cry, and since G is a group, they belong to G and are injective. Moreover, by 
Lemma 3.1, if cr,~(z)cry(X)=cr~(z,)cry,(x) for some x, then cr,~z)cry=cr,~(z,)cry,. Hence 
two 0-derived functions are either equal, or different at each point. 
The 1-derived functions are of the form/3[(a, c), 1](y)=cr~(c)cry(a). We have 
crTr(c)cry(a) =crTr(c)cry,(a) ¢~ cry(a) : cry,(a) 
¢~ y=y '  by Lemma 3.1, 
so/3[(a, c), 1] is injective. If/3[(a', c'), 1] is another 1-derived function, we have 
cr,~,.) cry(a) = cr~(c')cry (a') 
¢, ~vcr,(c)(a) =crycrTr(c,)(a') by commutativity 
~, cr,~(c)(a) = cr~(,.,)(a'), 
and this last equality does not depend on the variable y. The proof for the 2-derived 
functions is similar: /3 is a TC Latin brick. 
Corollary 3.3. Let fl be a ternary operation on k such that fl[(0, 0), 0] =fl[(0, 0), 1] = 
fl[(0,0),2] =idk. Then fl is a TC Latin brick i f  and only i f  it is given by f l(x,y,z)= 
x+ y+ z, where (_k; +, - ,0 )  is an Abelian group. 
Proof.  Suppose fl is a TC Latin brick. Then there exists a group G and a permuta- 
tion n satisfying (1) and (2) of Theorem 3.2. fl is given by fl(x,y, z)= a~(z)ay(x). In 
particular, we have y=fl(O,y,O)=cry(O) and z=fl(O,O,z)=crn(z)(O) hence z=n(z) ,  
i.e. n is identity. Put x+y=crx(y)  for all x, yek .  
(1) For all k, we have trxcry= crycrx, and in particular crxcry(O)= crycrx(O)', by the 
remark we just made, this gives crx(Y)= Cry(X), i.e. + is commutative; 
(2) O+x=cro(X)=-x, so 0 is the neutral element; 
(3) (x+y)+z=crx+y(Z)= crax(y)(Z). The index of crOx~y) is given by the value this 
permutation takes at 0, i.e. crx(y)=crxcry(O), hence crox(y)=crxcry. We have cr~x(y)(Z) = 
crxcry(Z) = x + cry(Z) = x + (y + z), i.e. + is associative. 
(_k; +,0) is an associative and Abelian quasigroup with neutral element 0; since 
k is a finite set, we can conclude that (k; +, - ,0 )  is an Abelian group. [] 
Theorem 3.2 extends to higher dimensions in the following manner. 
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Theorem 3.4. Let  /3: Il i~,,k_i--'_ k be a funct ion  with n>3,  k-ko=k i=k2 > _
k3 >- "" > 1, and fl[0, 0] = id A. (where 0 is the (n -  1)-d imensional  zero vector). Then 
is a TC Lat in br ick i f  and only i f  there exists an Abe l ian  subgroup G = {id k = 
cro, crl . . . . .  ~ra 1} o f  Sk and in ject ions 7ri:ki--+k ( i=2  . . . . .  n 1), such that 
(1) cr/(0)#:0 Vi_> 1 and 7r i (O)=Ofor  all i e{2  . . . . .  n -  1}; 
(2) fl(xo . . . . .  x,, 1)=Ger,z ,(~,,, , ) . . .cr~:(ve)av,(xo)for all (xo . . . . . .  v,, ,)e II~,,_k,. 
Proof. (=)  We induct  on n. For  n=3,  the assert ion cor responds  to the one in 
Theorem 3.2. Assume it is t rue for n, and let /3: I I i~, ,+l_ki - '_k be a TC Lat in 
br ick such that  k k0 = kj = k 2_> ... _> k , , _  1 and/3[0,  0] = idA.. Then  ,g[0,_n] is a TC 
Lat in  br ick f rom Hien_ki into _k and we have /3[0,_n][0,0]=fl[0,0]=ida.  (here 0 
denotes  any 0 vector  in any d imens ion) .  By induct ion ,  there exists a group  G and 
in ject ions 7r2, ...,7r,, 1, sat is fy ing (1) and (2) for /3[0,  n]. Equat ion  (2) becomes 
,g(Xo . . . . .  x,, 1,0)=cr~,, ,c,,, ,l"'a~2c~,_la.,,(xo) . 
We must  def ine an in ject ion 7r,, so that  (1) and (2) are true for /3 .  Now for all 
x , ,e  k,,, there is .v] in k such that fl(0 . . . . .  O,x , , )=av, (O)=f l (O,&,O . . . . .  0). By TC"  1, 
we have 
fl(xo, O,x 2 . . . . . .  v,, i ,x, ,)=/3(xo, x l ,x  2 . . . . .  %, 1,0) for a l lxo ,  x :  . . . . .  x,, 1. (*)  
Put  r r , (x , , )=xt .  We have 7rn(0)=0, and ~r,,(x,,)=t:Jr,,(x,',) if x , ,#x; , ,  since 
,6'(0, zt,,(x,,),0 . . . . .  0):#fl(0, rr,,(x,',),0 . . . . .  0). Take  (Xo . . . . .  x , , )e  Hie, ,+ 1 _ki. By (*)  we 
have 
t~(XO, O, X 2 . . . . .  Xn l, X,l) =/3('X'0, 7"In (X,~,), X2 . . . . .  X,, 1,0) 
=Cry,, i(x,, i)'"Oa2(x=)O'~r,,(v,,)(X0) 
O-Trn ,(.vn ,)'"Gr:2{x2lO'Tz,(O)(O'~v:,,(x,,)(XO )) 
= b'(a~,, i . , - , , l (xo),  0, x2  . . . . .  x, ,  . t, 0 ) ,  
and hence by TC,  
,6(X0, XI,X e . . . . .  X n 1,Xn)=~(O'rrn(.v,,)(XO),Xl,X2 . . . . .  X n 1,0) 
= O'Tr,, i(.v,, i)"" O'~zeCv_') O -vl O'~r,,(x,,)(&))' 
which by commutat iv i ty  yields (2). 
(=)  The proo f  is w i thout  induct ion  and s imi lar  to the one in Theorem 3.2. 7] 
Corollary 3.5. Let  ~:  Ili~n_ki---+_k, where n>_3 and k=ko-k l=k2>_k3>_ ... >_ 
k,, 1 >- 1, be any funct ion .  Then fl is a TC Lat in br ick i f  and only i f  there exists 
an Abe l ian  subgroup G={idx=~r0,~71 . . . . .  ~ra- 1} of  Sk, in ject ions 7"gi :k i~_k 
(i = 2 . . . . .  n - 1) and a permutat ion  v ~ Sa., such that 
(1) ~7i(0)#:0 V i~{1 . . . . .  k - l}  and %(0)=0 V i~{2 . . . . .  n - l} ;  
(2) fl(-vo . . . . . .  v,, , ) - to  . . . .  I .... ,!...o~:~,:~cr~,(.vo) v (xo  . . . . . .  v,, , ) c  I I ,~,,6"~. 
Proof. (-) Assume B is a TC Latin brick. Then s=,8[0,0] is a permutation of b. 
Set y = ?-‘/I. It is easy to see that y is a function from ]]ir,2 /c; into _k which is a TC 
Latin brick if and only if B is. Now apply Theorem 3.4 to y to obtain (1) and (,2). 
(-) Again put y=~-‘p. By Theurern 3.4, y is a TC Latin brick, and hence fi i$ 
a TC Latin brick. I’? 
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